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Undiagnosed and untreated diabetic neuroarthropathy (Charcot

foot) is one of the more devastating complications of diabetes

mellitus. Its insidious and frequently rapid progression can lead to

severe deformity, instability, and amputation. Since the prevention

of these disastrous consequences depends upon early detection

and timely intervention, it behooves all clinicians who treat diabetic

patients to understand and recognize this increasingly prevalent

condition.

History and epidemiology

Neuroarthropathy is a sometimes slow and sometimes extraordi-

narily rapid process in which joint effusion, dislocation, resorption

of bone, and pathologic fracture can cause severe destruction of

joints and the morphology of the foot. The entity, also known as

neuropathic osteoarthropathy or neurotrophic joint, occurs as a

complication secondary to a number of diseases that cause

peripheral neuropathy [1±4]. First described by W. Musgrave in

1703, this entity has been associated most prominently with J.M.

Charcot, who, in 1868, was the first to propose an etiology for the

severe joint destruction seen in patients with tabes dorsalis [1].

Today diabetes is by far the leading cause of neuroarthropathy in

developed countries, with as many as

13% of all diabetic patients and 29%

of the neuropathic patients affected

[1,3,5±7]. In the United States alone

there are an estimated 375,000 pa-

tients with diabetic neuroarthropathy

[8].

Pathogenesis

Two competing theories have been

proposed to explain the pathogenesis

of diabetic neuroarthropathy. The

neurovascular theory views this con-

dition as a neurologically mediated

trophic defect resulting in increased

osseous blood supply and osteoclas-

tic activity in the absence of injury or

repetitive microtrauma [3,9,10].

The neurotraumatic theory pro-

poses that neuroarthropathy occurs

when a bone or joint has lost its

protective sensation and then enters

a cycle of repetitive, excessive extension of ligaments and micro-

fractures with increasing and often rapid disintegration of joints

from continued weight-bearing [1]. The frequent findings of

neuropathic ulcerations and increased pressures on the plantar

aspect of the forefoot in acute diabetic neuroarthropathy support

this theory [1,7,11±13].

Since neither of these theories can fully explain all cases of

neuroarthropathy, such as its occurrence in paraplegic patients or

its frequent onset following trauma, it is widely held today that both

processes interact in varying degrees in the pathogenesis of this

entity [Figure 1] [1,3,4,12,14].

Clinical presentation

Acute diabetic neuroarthropathy may evolve slowly over many

months or develop rapidly within weeks [3,5]. The process begins

with a hyperemia usually following trauma to the foot or ankle [14].

The trauma is often mild and may not even be recalled by the

patient [1,3,4,7]. Not infrequently there may be a delay of several

months between the trauma and the incipient neuroarthropathy [1].

Classical clinical findings are an edematous, warm foot with

bounding pulses and a severe peripheral neuropathy. The normal
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Figure 1. Unified theory of the pathogenesis of diabetic neuroarthropathy
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architecture of the foot may

be disturbed and plantar ul-

ceration at the site of defor-

mity may be present. Most

patients complain of pain,

but the complaints are usually

less than would be expected

from the clinical findings

[1,3,4]. Men and women are

equally affected. Most patients

are in the mid-fifties, but

neuroarthropathy can occur at

any age [1]. Unilateral devel-

opment is most common, but

a significant number of pa-

tients can develop bilateral

involvement [1,12]. Patients

with long-standing (>10 years)

and poorly controlled dia-

betes, neuropathy, history of

ulceration, recent history of

trauma, prior neuroarthropa-

thy, or renal transplantation

are high risk and should be

watched closely since early clinical findings may be mild [1].

Infection, deep venous thrombosis, gout, trauma, or inflammatory

arthritis should be excluded [1,3,6,14].

Assessment

Diagnostic imaging is indicated primarily to evaluate the extent of

bone and joint destruction or to detect osteomyelitis in a patient

with clinical presentation consistent with acute neuroarthropathy.

Standard radiographs should be taken at baseline and periodically

thereafter to monitor progress. Ruling out osteomyelitis is difficult

and may require imaging modalities including In-111 and Tc-99m

HMPAO labeled leukocyte scans, computerized tomography and

magnetic resonance imaging [14±16]. If doubts persist after

examination and imaging, then a definitive diagnosis may be

obtained by bone biopsy [1].

In the quiescent state, there are two concerns when assessing

the deformity: are the ankle and the foot stable for ambulation and

is there an increased risk of neuropathic ulceration? Furthermore,

the vascular status of the patient should not be taken for granted.

Although the acute state of neuroarthropathy requires good

perfusion, during the post-acute state many patients can develop

significant vascular disease of the lower extremity [12,17,18].

Ulceration and infection are often secondary complications of

acute and quiescent diabetic neuroarthropathy. The standard

principles of wound care apply to these ulcerations as they do to

all wounds [19,20].

Classification

A number of different systems have been used to classify diabetic

neuroarthropathy. Eichenholtz proposed a three-stage system

(development, coalescence, and remodeling) based solely upon

radiographic findings [Table 1] [1,4,14]. Since this classification

system uses only radiographic findings, its usefulness is limited to

cases where neuroarthropathy has become more advanced. There-

fore, Sella and Barette [4] introduced a five-stage clinically oriented

system ranging from mild local findings with minimal or no

radiologic changes through major deformity and resolution [Table

1]. A pragmatic, treatment-based, two-stage system is also used in

which the neuroarthropathy is acute, thus requiring immobilization,

or quiescent, therefore allowing progressive, weight-bearing ambu-

lation [4,7].

In addition, an anatomically oriented system, which divides the

foot and ankle into five zones, has been found extremely useful in

predicting prevalence and prognosis [Table 2] [1].

Management

The goal of treatment in acute neuroarthropathy is to maintain the

architecture of the foot and ankle while aiding the subsiding of the

hyperemic process. The standard and most conventional technique

is immobilization in a total contact cast [1,3,4,7,11,14,21,22]. Since

the contralateral foot is at risk to develop acute neuroarthropathy,

there is disagreement as to whether complete non-weight-bearing

or protected weight-bearing is preferred when the affected foot is

immobilized in a cast [1,3,7].

After immobilization in a cast, the patient should begin

progressive weight-bearing in a removable cast-walker followed by

a return to prescription footwear. The period needed for an acute

neuroarthropathy to move into the quiescent phase varies,

depending upon the extent and location of destruction. It may

range from 2±3 months to as long as a year or more [1,7,14,22] with

a mean time of 4±6 months [4]. Clinical judgment coupled with

radiographic evidence of healing of fractures and a temperature
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Table 1. Common clinical classification systems of neuroarthropathy

System Stage Findings

Eichenholtz Development (1) Subluxation, osteolysis, and fracture

Coalescence (2) Resorption of debris, fusion of fractures

Remodeling (3) Healing and hypertrophic bone formation

Sella and Barette 0 Pain, edema, erythema, warmth

1 Osteopenia, subchondral cysts, erosions, diastasis

2 Subluxation

3 Dislocation and joint destruction

4 Healing and hypertrophic bone formation

Table 2. Sanders-Frykberg anatomical classification of neuroarthorpathy

Pattern Location % of cases Common findings

I Forefoot 35 Atrophic destruction: resorption of metatarsal and

phalangeal shafts, osteolysis, subluxation of

metatarsophalangeal joints, plantar ulceration

II Tarsometatarsal joint 30 Subluxation of metatarsal bases, Rocker-bottom

deformity, plantar ulceration, chronic instability

III Talonavicular, calcaneocuboid and

naviculocuneiform joint

25 Osteolysis of naviculocuneiform joint, Rocker-bottom

deformity, often found in conjunction with Pattern II

IV Ankle joint 9 Extensive joint destruction, severe deformity and

instability, risk of high level amputation

V Calcaneus 1 No joint involvement, calcaneal insufficiency avulsion

fracture
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difference of less than 1oC should guide the progression from

immobilization to unassisted ambulation [1,22].

It is of interest that successful mid-foot arthrodesis in acute

neuroarthropathy and the use of external fixation have been

reported but need to be confirmed by larger trials [23,24].

Furthermore, reports of surgically induced diabetic neuroarthro-

pathy should caution those who wish to use an invasive procedure

during the acute phase [25]. Acute subluxation without fracture,

however, is an exception in which surgery may be considered [1].

Recently, adjunctive treatments for acute diabetic neuroarthropathy

were reported. In a double-blind randomized controlled trial of 39

patients, Jude et al. [21] found that bishosphonate pamidronate,

given as a single intravenous dose, leads to a reduction in bone

turnover, symptoms and disease activity in diabetic patients with

active neuroarthropathy. Several other treatments (magnetic fields,

bone-growth stimulation, low intensity ultrasound, and palliative

radiotherapy) have been reported anecdotally in the literature to be

useful adjuncts [3,4].

If the acute phase is detected and treated early, patients will

have little or no deformity in the quiescent state. Treatment in

these patients is similar to that for diabetic neuropathic patients

without a history of neuroarthropathy: namely, appropriate shoes

and orthotics to disperse pressure and preserve the integrity of the

skin and osseous morphology. Those patients with significant

deformity will need special modifications or custom-molded

shoes.

Re-constructive surgery may be considered in the quiescent

state if deformity, instability, or ulceration persists despite custom

shoes and orthotics [1,17]. Procedures for chronic ulceration

include exostectomy, metatarsal head resection, and Achilles

tendon lengthening [1,17,23]. Mid-foot fusion, triple arthrodesis,

tibio-calcaneal fusion, or ankle fusion may be indicated to correct

chronic instability of the foot or ankle

[1,18]. These procedures involve prolonged

convalescence and a significant risk of

complications that can result in a high

level amputation [1]. An algorithm for the

assessment and treatment of diabetic

neuroarthropathy is presented in Figure 2.

Conclusion

Diabetic neuroarthropathy is increasing in

prevalence. All physicians treating diabetic

patients should be vigilant in recognizing

the early signs of an acute process such as

unexplained pain, warmth, edema, or

pathologic fracture in a neuropathic foot.

Early detection and prompt treatment can

prevent joint and osseous destruction,

which may result in morbidity and high

level amputation. Patients in the quiescent

stage with significant deformity are at high

risk for amputation and should be referred to a diabetic foot clinic

for management.
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Capsu le

Seeking reservoirs of filoviruses

The filoviruses Ebola and Marburg cause terrifying hemorrhagic

fevers in people and kill most of those infected. The reservoir

hosts remain elusive but are likely to be small mammals with

limited ranges because human outbreaks are highly localized and

closely associated with hunting activities; there have also been

notorious disease outbreaks in endangered species of wild apes.

Peterson et al. have been trying to use ecological constraints

acting on these viruses to map possible reservoirs. Although they

acknowledge the severe limitations posed by small sample size,

they have developed an ecological niche comparison model that

integrates geographic and climate data with outbreaks. Essen-

tially, Ebola Zaire and Ivory Coast seem to be restricted to

patches of hot, humid, broad-leafed forests of central Africa.

Ebola Sudan and Ebola Reston clearly occur under different

geoclimatic conditions, and the phylogenetically distinct Marburg

virus is found in drier conditions prevailing in eastern and

southern Africa. The origins of Ebola Reston are mysterious. It

was isolated from macaques bred in the Philippines, and

prevailing ecological conditions in parts of Mindanao could

support Ebola, but the indications are that Ebola Sudan might

offer a stronger clue to Reston's origin.

Emerg Infect Dis 2004;10:40

E. Israeli

Capsu le

Commensal bacteria selectively stimulate intestinal B cells

The commensal bacteria of the intestine share some molecular

signatures with pathogenic bacteria but do not normally

stimulate intestinal inflammation. Macpherson and Uhr show

that commensal strains of bacteria selectively stimulate intest-

inal B cells to produce immunoglobulin A (IgA) antibodies.

Commensal bacteria invade and survive within dendritic cells,

which travel to inductive sites of the mucosal lymphoid system.

This IgA-mediated inhibition of mucosal penetration by com-

mensal bacteria may help the intestine avoid unwanted

inflammatory responses.

Science 2004;303:1662

E. Israeli

Most rock journalism is by people who can't write, interviewing people who can't talk, for
people who can't read.

Frank Zappa (1940-93), American rock musician, known for his eclectic influences and caustically ironic style. He operated

outside the mainstream using a variety of genres to satirize the modern era
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